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Measuring Mechanical Strength 

I developed manhood. 

-Dudley Allen Sargetll 

Every man who has not gone through such a course, no matter how 
hea lthy or strong he may be by nature, is still an undeve loped man 

- Advertisement for Sandow's Physical Development for Mt·n 

In 1869, Dudley Allen Sargent laced up his boxing glove:.~. 
climbed into the ring, and set out to prove his manhood. He had already 
been hired by the president of Bowdoin College to be its new gymnasiu111 
director. The president, however, was not the one whom Sargent needed 
to impress. Although, at on ly nineteen, he may have proven himself intcl 
ligent and experienced eno ugh to win over the school's head administr;~ 
tor, it was the students who would have the final say. They had selected 
the strongest and quickest of their peers to put Sargent to the ultimate test: 
ten rounds of boxing. To the students crowded around the ring, Sargent 
demonstrated his strength and agility by making short work of his chal 
lenger. 1 The bout settled the question of whether he was qualified to teach. 

The initiation emphasizes the dramatic difference between the physica l 
training of Sargent's early career in the 1860s and the one that he would 
help create by its end in the early twentieth century. Along with individ 
uals like Swedish inventor Gustav Zander, Sargent was influential in 
changing the definition of "strong" men from those who won boxing 
matches to those who possessed machine-balanced physiques. Sargent 
made a career out of augmenting boxing rings, and the high bars and 
standard rings of traditional gymnasiums, with sleek weight machines of 
his own design. Under his tutelage at Bowdoin, later at Harvard, or indi
rectly at one of the many institutions that adopted the "Sargent system," 
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tll dt•tli s learned that real, energy-enhancing strength could be built only 
li lt 1 he help of machines. Unlike Health Lifts, which limited users to pre
' d wd motions, Sargent's and Zander's machine-training routines tar
'' d ' pecific muscles with their movements and established a means to 

lt11 d,l .tnd measure muscle strength. In so doing, they created a physical 
' 11thly line that produced strength and dependency on the machine. 2 

•,, , rgent's inventions made their middle- and upper-class users a com
ll~tt g , three-part offer: redemption from physical obsolescence;i!:Jg_gra----- -!•li t 1111 o a mechanized modern world; and possessiOn otCalculable " bal-

'"'~' d " physiques. - --- --- -

/111 uing to Machines: Sargent's Early Life 

It t til' about Dudley Allen Sargent's early experience suggested he would, 
'' 1 il l' words of one historian, exert "a grea ter influence on the develop
'" 111 of physical training ... than any other."3 He first became interested 

111 Illn ess in the 1850s through a school hygiene program in the small 
•·•lV II of Belfast, Maine. In the early 1860s, he came across Thomas W. 
l ltf ',J', inson's "Gymnastics" in the Atlantic Monthly, an article he deemed 
'" hl' important enough to save and study.4 Soon after, he organized his 
•lV II boxing and gymnastic club. 

I ,ik e many midcentury athletes, Sargent equated strength with the abil
•11 to attract a crowd.5 As a teenager he organized "Sargent's Combina
t 11 111, '' a group of Belfast gymnasts that toured neighboring towns. 6 At the 
'~'·' · of eighteen, Sargent joined a variety show that had come through 
lttW tt, reasoning that his own skills were at least as good as those of the 
f, .timed tumblers. On the road, he alternated between performing with 
1 lttous circuses and training at gymnasiums to build strength. By 1869, 
•, ' ' gent was tired of circus life and what he called "the inevitable com
I'·"'Y of loafers. " 7 Seeking to further his education and pursue his gym
''"' ' ics interests, he took a job as director of gymnastics at Bowdoin Col
I• f',l'. H 

It was at Bowdoin that Sargent began theorizing about muscular 
.t 1 ,· ngth. He had ample time to think, for few students ever entered the 
dl'c: tying former dining hall that then served as the school's gymnasium. 
l lt l' equipment, like that in most gymnasiums, had not been improved 
' '"cc the early nineteenth century: its high bars, rings, and pommel 
ltorse reflected an emphasis on Turnen's upper-body athleticism. 9 The 
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only machines were heavy pulley weights and one rowing device. With 
the exception of the latter, the equipment was usable only by student • 
with either advanced gymnastic skills or of significant upper-body 
strength. According to Sargent, most students thought the equipment w:u 
merely "a form of torture. " 10 

Ironically, Sargent discovered that machines were necessary only a ft~ • 

he eliminated them. With little budgetary and college support, he fi1·,r 
built a program the cheapest way possible, with Indian clubs (similar 11 1 

, juggling pins) and dumbbells. The lighter weights did allow more St\1 
dents to begin training, but Sargent found that many saw them as "an ad 

\ 

mission of weakness," perhaps because of their frequent use in women'• 
gymnastics. 11 Moreover, Sargent deemed them unsatisfactory in train inH 
anything other than the upper body. 

With the money from his first raise, Sargent bought adjustable 111.1 
chines to augment the lighter equipment. These, he hoped, would h 
heavy enough to challenge weak and strong students alike. Sargent alw 
modified the heavy pulley system himself, adding a higher level of pu lle y~ 

that made lifting lighter amounts possible. He based his design upon n 

periments he had conducted in Belfast: by introducing a system of ad 
justable iron bars attached to a cord, Sargent had discovered that weahr 
children could gradually build the upper-body strength needed for hi
gymnastics feats. What had worked in Belfast worked at Bowdoin; aftt'r 
installing several of these "developing appliances," Sargent saw res ult , 
that "seemed magical." 12 Students who had believed themselves we:1k 
now came to the gymnasium to try his building machines. According 111 
Sargent's own accounts, class enrollments tripled. By 1872, his succc;~, 
had convinced the faculty to make gymnastic development, which meant 
machine training, compulsory for all students. 13 

Bowdoin gave Sargent two important resources: a college degree and 
a philosophy of mechanized human development. Sargent earned the fir~! 
by taking classes part-time; the second by observing his students OWl 

years of teaching. In "The Limit of Human Development," his junior orn 
tion speech, Sargent lauded the balanced men he had built with Bow 
doin's machines: "Perfection of man on earth, whatever may be his con 
clition hereafter, comes not from the surpassing development of his high 
est faculties, but in the harmonious and equal development of all. " 14 

By stressing equal development, in mind and body, Sargent moved 
away from his earlier interest in physical feats of strength. He began 111 
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dtt,c, as had Windship before him, that his own training as a teenager, 
tid tough physically impressive, was incomplete. Years of practice had left 

''''' .1hle to swing from the trapeze and entertain a crowd, but had left 
hlltt "overtrained" and depleted internally. "I had learned how to work 
111d develop my muscles, " he recalled, "but I had not learned how to con-

' Vt' my energy."15 During his Bowdoin years, Sargent had a chance to 
' 1 h 111 k the purpose of muscular development from a student's perspec
H' ,., Future leaders needed bodies that built maximum energy for physi

d ,tnd mental tasks. 
Wi lli am Blaikie, one of Sargent's supporters and friends, first articu-

1 !It'd Sargent's new philosophy. An alumnus of Harvard's rowing team 
1111 1 .1 New York attorney, Blaikie enjoyed influence among Harvard ad
tll tlt \t rators and New York professionals. His book How to Get Strong 
,,,/Stay So, published in 1879, proclaimed Sargent the creator of a new 

,~,,, hine system. Blaikie's description of the properly developed body 
.lwd\ light upon Sargent's reappraisal of the machine. Sargent would 
u 1 rr credit Blaikie for his new approach to physical fitness, but his bi
'l' t.tpher did document the close pace with which he followed Blaikie's 

't Hnmendations.16 

l·or Blaikie, the Health Lift and heavy lifting in general were improper 
l'ltl'' ica l applications of machine technology. They created "work of the 
' t<k suited to a truck-horse," he told readers, at once rejecting claims 

tl1 11 1 he lift trained muscles equally and equating lift-trained bodies with 
I" 11r1 ica lly inferior stock. Blaikie drew such conclusions from his own 
l it .tit h Lift training: eventually he could lift one thousand pounds but 
"111 11d his back stiff and his inner-thigh and upper-back muscles "abnor
tll .dl y" developed. In Blaikie's assessment, Butler had overlooked the la-
1( 111 potential of machine-based training: a perfectly contoured, symmet
''' .til y developed muscular physique. It was this, not brute strength, that 
•li'.t 1nguished the scientifically fit body from its laboring counterpart. In 
I 1!1 l on trolled, Supervised environment Of the Studio, the body COUld be 
ll• 'llgthened without the detrimental effects of manual labor. "Scarcely 

1111 work in a farm makes one quick of foot," Blaikie explained, citing 
tlw tc:1son that farmers often suffered from ill health. "All the long day, 
1 l• tk some of the muscles do the work . .. the rest are untaxed, andre-

111 1111 Jctually weak." 17 Athletes suffered equally from this imbalance-in
'1"' n l weakness, asserted Blaikie; through illustrations of "poorly devel
"l'~' d athletes," he made his point (fig. 3). The subjects' deficiencies are 
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Fig. ~-

Fig. 3. Blaikie's illustration of the half-built athlete. William Blaikie, How to 
Get Strong and How to Stay So (New York: Harper & Brothers, 1879), 36. 

not readily apparent to us today, but Blaikie saw bodies not yet perfected 
and drasticall y out of proportion with excessive shoulders, sunken chests, 
and wea k legs. 

Bl aikie's mu sings chall enged American paragons of masculine 
stren gth. To Bl aikie's eyes, the yeoman farmer, symbol of vigorous na
ti ona l hea lth since Jefferson 's time, and the athlete, a hero of strength 
since ancient Greece, were proven weak through the very accomplish
ments that once validated their strength. By insisting that the strength and 
energy came from balance, not performance, Blaikie promoted a new 
ideal that could be achieved only by new systems of training. This estab
lished an eli~ gJ;oup, the only one with access to the facilities, machines, 
and instructors necessary for proper energetic strength. 

For Blaikie, earlier machine systems like Butler's had left users as weak 
as the unfortunate laborers and athletes. By failing to take advantage of 
machine precision, the systems had neglected the adjustable resistance re
quired to fully develop all muscles. He proposed, alternatively, Sargent's 
light pulley system, which he knew from the Bowdoin experiments. 
Blaikie familiarized readers with Sargent's approach, giving a detailed de
scription of the machine and a full-page illustration in his text. Only this 
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kind of graduated weight training system, Blaikie argued, could relieve a 
"c logging," or "lack of complete action," in the body's energy. 18 

As part of a broader industrial standardization after the Civil War, 
IIL1ikie's emphasis on balance corresponded with the precursors to Pro
l', n:ssivism, such as the U.S. Sanitary Movement. By the 1870s, many 
Americans no longer marveled at the brute force of machines, as Wind
•.hip had praised the Lift for "crushing a ton of iron in a single blow." As 
trchnology developed, more subtlety was expected. Trains needed not 
' '' ne ly to run but to run on time and over standardized tracks; factories 
tl ccded not merely to produce but to produce cheaply with efficient labor. 
l'h c refinement and systematization of machines was impacting the fab
IIC of daily life, and with the help of Blaikie and Sargent, so too would it 
ltr brought to bear on the body itself. 

/l arvard and the Hemenway: Building a System 
11/ Machine Energy 

11:1 rvard's regents hired Dudley Allen Sargent as the school's first director 
11! physical education in 1879, a position he held for more than forty 
1 r:1rs. Prior to his arrival, Harvard's Hemenway gymnasium had been, 
l1kc Bowdoin's, ignored. 19 With only a few old-fashioned rowing ma
' hines, a generic health lift, and several older pulley weights, it was, pri
ltl :lrily, a place for gymnasts and boxers to practice.20 Harvard gave Sar
v.r nt relative freedom and ample resources to develop his ideal mecha
lll '!.cd fitness system. The Hemenway's renovations had cost $110,000, 
11r.1rly double the cost of other university gymnasiums. Its running track, 
'' 1wing room, fencing room, baseball cage, and tennis courts made it one 
, tl the most impressive in the world.2 1 Harvard spared no expense in de
\'(· loping a fitness program to build students' health and athletes' perfor
llt. lllce. 

Sargent used Harvard 's financial resources to create and build ad
' .II ICed versions of the machines he had first used at Bowdoin.22 In ad
.ltt ion to standard gymnastics equipment such as parallel bars, the pom
ll td horse, and Indian clubs, he installed thirty-six new machines manu
J.,, tured by the Narragansett Machine Company according to his own 
'•Jll'c ifica tions. Sargent's minute attention to muscular detail is evident in 
t hr machines he created. In addition to back, abdominal, chest, arm, and 
l q~ m:1chines, Sargent built machines specifically to strengthen necks and 
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fingers, as well as those targeted at body deficiencies. One such machin •· 
purported to correct "any erratic twist or turn in one or both feet. "23 

A total of fifty-six machines lined the walls, commanding attention 
from all who entered the Hemenway. Much of the regular gymnastics 
equipment was hung from the ceiling, so even users who did not work 
with Sargent's machines directly hovered over them as they trained. 

In arrangement and quantity, the Hemenway's equipment was visuall y 
striking. The machines, however, also invited a sense of physical intimacy 
with their users. The collection included both standing and sitting ma
chines. Sargent's devices for lower body work, as well as those for head 
and finger strength, required individuals to sit on or inside them. Ac
cording to one user, the machine for building calf muscles felt much like 
a comfortable "arm-chair," in which one sat and pushed a foot weight up 
and down. 24 Sargent also mechanized traditional gymnasium offerings: 
counterweighted parallel bars made lifting one's weight easier and spring 
boards on iron pedestals pivoted in their sockets for increased bounce. He 
drew attention to these improvements, saying that although "all the old
style apparatus has been added," it had been "with improvements in 
form, structure, and arrangement. "25 The innovations allowed students 
to feel themselves part of a mech anized environment. En~ements such ---as parallel bars shaped to students' hands a-n~d~l.-a_,d-.der-rungs polished for 

~ \ easier gripping meant an environment reflective of machine-age design 
' \and ergonomics a generation before such theories came into vogue.26 

Sargent's goal was not to give students a comfortable and modern 
method of exercise. It was to produce the healthiest bodies possible. His 
means to that end were his machines. His theories are best illustrated by 
exploring in detail three units of the Hemenway apparatus: the chest pul 
ley, the abdominal pulley, and the Inomotor. Sargent's most popular ma
chine was his basic chest pulley. Not only did the Hemenway have more 
of them than any other, they were also the machine most frequently imi
tated. 

Peck and Snyder, one of the best-known sporting-goods manufacturers 
in the 1880s, carried several examples of pulley machines. Professor D. L. 
Dowel's home exerciser and its list of mu scular exercises were clearly im
itations of Sargent's systemY The Narragansett Machine Company mar
keted pulley weights so similar to Sargent's that he sued the firm, despite 
havi ng promised Harvard that he would not patent hi s devices.28 The 
basic pulley weight was a modified version of those he had encountered 
at Bowdoin. By dividing the block weights into iron bars and attaching 
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Fig. 4 . Sargent's "chopping 
wood" pulley exercise. Narra 
gansett Machine Company 
(catalogue, 1887), 33 . 

1 he bars to the pulley in desired increments, Sargent created a weight sys-
11 '111 that, as he put it, was "adjustable to the strength of the strong and to 
!Ill· weakness of the weak. "29 As he did for all of his machines, Sargent 
drveloped specific exercises for the pulley weight. Rather than completely 
11rw movements, he prescribed mimicry of movements from everyday life. 
I hcse allowed students to "work" by "chopping," moving the arms over 
ll1r head and clown, or "sawing," moving the weight front to back (fig. 
•I ). They could even engage in "swimming" by pulling their arms in cir

' td:u motions. 30 

Sargent had noticed at Bowdoin that the students who had the 
·Mongest arms or legs were often those who engaged in regular labor, 
'olll'h as that of blacksmiths and lumberjacks. He identified labor as the 
•,ource of strength, but it is significant that Sargent did not simply send his 
'. Ill dents out to chop wood. Following in the footsteps of Windship, But-
11'1', and Blaikie, Sargent argued that manual labor led to overdeveloped, 
1tilcri or muscles. A laborer would be unlikely to saw, row, swim, and chop 
.dl in an afternoon as would be required for even muscular development. 
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Fig. 5. Sargent's stomach pulley machine. William Blaikie, How to Get Strong 
and How to Stay So (New York: Harper & Brothers, 1879), 225. 

Moreover, his pulley system could mimic these natural movements more 
efficiently by providing them all in the same place. For Sargent, pulley 
weights created many light "jobs" that could be done in a short time, and 
thus were the best means for "giving one an all round [sic] development 
of the whole muscular system." 31 

With balanced development as his goal, Sargent needed machines that 
allowed students to work underutilized muscles. Accordingly, he fash
ioned a series of involved pulley systems that could fortify each part of 
the body. His abdominal pulley shows how his basic pulley principle 
could be adapted for different movements (fig. 5). A standard chest pul
ley system was not well suited to abdominal training, unless one under
stood that the resistance could be transferred to another device, in this 
case a hinged table that required stomach muscles to do the lifting. M a
chines like the abdominal exerciser distanced working bodies from 
trained bodies. The chest pulley machines would have developed muscle 
that looked visually similar to those developed through daily labors, 
given that the motions of pulling a weight and pulling a barrel are quite 
similar. Abdominal muscles, however, were not intensely exercised in 
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l.il10 r. "Sculpted " abdominals, then, were muscles effectively removed 
I l llf ll productive labor and, because one needed machines to develop 
t hc tn , achievable only by those who had access to and time for machine 
!t.1in ing. 

l;or young men at Harvard, machines offered a route to superior 
•<1 re ngth that conserved nerve force , a distinction between Sargent's sys-
11 ' 11 1 and its predecessors. According to one journalist, most gyms actually 
111 11·t users because they required "too great [an] expenditure of nerve
pt~wer in the effort to keep the muscles up to their highest tension. " 32 In 
" 'her words, people tended to leave training with less energy than they 
l11·ought. Sargent's system seemed to allow even the weakest students to 
dt'vc lop strong muscles while preserving their delicate health, thanks to 
1t\'W machines like the abdominal pulley. 

Sargent's Inomotor best reflects his belief in the compatibility of ma
' hi ne technology, physical health, and energy conserva tion. Patented in 
I W19 , the Inomotor was both a vehicle and exercise machine, and a re
I kerion of twenty years of active experimentation (fig. 6). The device, 
which never enjoyed popular success, looked highly unusual, like a vehi
•k's chassis without its protective metal exterior. The user manipulated a 
, ombination of levers and a sliding seat so as to do two tasks at once: 
ll tove the vehicle forward and exercise arms, legs, and torso. In principle, 

r;:;tJ.8 

THE INOMOTOR. 
Pat.cuued. A.ue:u!lt 22, 18~. 

Jo'ig. 6. Sargent's failed Inomotor. D. A. Sargent, "The Inomotor: A Fundamen
l :d M echanism for a New System of Motor Vehicles, Testing Apparatus and 
l)cveloping Appliances," American Physical Education Review 5 (December 
1900): 319. 
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it worked like an exercise cycle: a series of user movements turned the 
gears of the machine. The Inomotor, however, offered something unique: 
when the optional wheels were attached, it actually moved. 

Unfortunately, Sargent sketched more than he wrote about the In
omotor. Though he never articulated how the machine fit into his system 
of pulley devices, Sargent's intentions are legible in a proposal to mod
ernize the Hemenway in the early 1900s. His idea, which was rejected by 
Harvard's administration, was to place the Inomotor at the center of a 
new, dynamic training program.33 The gymnasium's interior would be 
gutted, its fencing rooms and batting cages demolished to make room for 
a wide track. On it, students would propel their way to health. Sargent's 
vision would allow the machines to reach their fullest potential: not only 
would they build operators' muscles through resistance to the levers and 
pedals, they would also allow students to enjoy a tangible return on their 

energy investment. 
Harvard's administrators perceived the scheme as misguided. Yet Sar

gent's sketches and limited writings on the machine's function suggest 
that he was actually trying to take mechanized muscle building to a 
higher level of energy production. For although Sargent believed that pul
ley weights developed the body's muscles equally, he was ambivalent 
about the strength students thereby acquired. Students needed cardiovas
cular exercise to get their pulmonary and circulatory systems flowing over 
an extended period of time. This was impossible with pulley weights. Re
gardless of how fast students went from one machine to another, there 
were inevitable pauses between devices and during weight setting. On the 
other hand, cardiovascular exercise alone could not ensure balance, be
cause, like all unmechanized activity, it expanded some muscles while ne
glecting others. The key seemed to be to find a way to use machines to ac
tually pump the body as a whole, building balanced muscle and speeding 

the heart simultaneously.34 

In his single essay on the Inomotor's efficacy, Sargent first clarifies the 
problem with previous machine training by using the analogy of 

a factory that has been accustomed to work only a few of its machines at 
one time, and has an engine adapted to that purpose. If all the machin
ery were started up at once, the boiler could not generate enough steam 
to supply each machine with its requisite power, consequently permitting 
little effective work to be accomplished by any one of them. The remedy 
for the factory is to build a larger engine, or to generate more steam. In 
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the case of an individual, the remedy is to invigorate the heart and lungs 
and, if possible, provide more nerve power. 35 

Sargent acknowledged that students could be well-trained at his system 
of individual machines, yet still lack the overall "boiler" or heart-pump
ing capacity to work each of the machines at the same time. This was a 
rheoretical problem because no student could actually work all "ma
chines," or muscles, at once. The Inomotor provided an actual solution 
to the theoretical problem: a cardiovascular apparatus that Sargent be
li eved could actually give more "nerve power" to the body by invigorat
ing the heart and lungs.36 When students "drove" the Inomotor, they ex
pended their available energy to move its pedals and levers and send it 
into motion. Unlike stationary machines that merely provided resistance 
ro expended energy, the Inomotor returned energy back into the driverY 
!\s the vehicle raced faster and faster, force theoretically reentered the stu
dent's body, a unique by-product of the human-machine interaction. 

This concern with energetic force was not unique to muscle building. 
"Force" was at the forefront of American intellectual and business life in 
the Gilded Age, thanks to the embrace of British psychologist Herbert 
Spencer. Spencer's theory of social Darwinism attempted to apply biolog
ical evolutionary theory to social and psychological concerns. An advo
cate of big business and small government, Spencer was a hero to a gen
eration of emerging capitalists eager to use biology to justify their great 
personal wealth. At the heart his theory, however, was an exaltation of 
force. In Principles of Psychology, he argued that his purpose was to in
rerpret "life, mind, and society in terms of matter, motion, and force." All 
social systems, including ethics, morality, and status, were actually pro
duced by a universal force. For Spencer, this energy was the engine that 
drove evolution. At the heart of all life, all change, and all organization 
was a "persistence of force" driven by nature and impervious to human 
machinations. 38 

Although life was being driven by force, individuals were not entitled 
to sit back and wait for universal energies to reveal a perfect society. 
Spencer envisioned an ideal world in which universal force was met with 
individual resistance. As a result, desirable traits were inherited and im
proved upon as generations moved closer and closer to social perfection. 
This Lamarckian worldview provided Spencer, and those who heard his 
lectures, with a new energetic model of society. Instead of merely evolving 
.dong a predetermined course, individuals could add to their hereditary 
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inheritance by exercising particular thoughts, feelings, and emotions over 
a lifetime.39 With a proper regimen of "fitness," individuals could thus 
improve national health by passing on their improved traits to the next 
generation. 

Spencer's language intersects in several places with that of health the
orists like Sargent, Butler, and later, Gustav Zander. His use of the terms 
force, exercise, and resistance, as well as his emphasis on man's innate 
muscle sense rhetorically connected weight training to directed evolu
tion.40 This is not to argue that Sargent's machine-training system shared 
social Darwinism's goals, though Spencer's ideas circulated in the United 
States in the 1880s when Sargent was developing his theories. The cul
tural context out of which weight machines emerged, however, was one 
in which the "universe of force" was depicted as a coconspirator in at
tempts to justify class distinction and disparate wealth.41 Middle- and 
upper-class Americans, to whom both Spencer and Sargent directed their 
attention, could interpret their own force-built bodies as further justifi
cation for their position at the top of Spencer's capitalist-evolutionary 
ladder. 

Ultimately, Sargent did not have a chance to develop the Inomotor's 
program of force expansion. Although several stationary devices were 
placed in the Hemenway, the Inomotor gymnasium never materialized. 
Nonetheless, the Inomotor leaves little doubt that Sargent conceived are
lation ship between human and machine force. It was one he shared with 
far more students than just the number who sought out the Hemenway's 
offerings . Although he was never able to make training mandatory for 
students, Sargent did persuade Harvard's administration to require all 
athletes and scholarship holders to go to the Hemenway, meet Sargent, 
get a physical examination, and be shown an exercise regimen. Those stu
dents would not actually have to do the exercises they were given, but 
they had to be taken through the exercises, ensuring that all interacted 
with Sargent and his machines. Further, each entering freshman had to 
visit the gymnasium at least once, a meeting Sargent used to deliver "spec
ifications of the movements and apparatus which he may best use. "42 

Even if each freshman entered the Hemenway only once, at least 250 a 
year received a personal introduction to Sargent's machines.43 Individual 
accounts of students' experiences with the machines are scarce, but there 
is evidence that students chose machines over traditional equipment. Par
ticipation in gymnastics exhibitions decreased dramatically after Sargent 
arrived, in spite of his own skill as a gymnastics teacher.44 The shift sug-
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gests that many transferred their interest from Turnen to machines. Ad
ditionally, President Charles Eliot publicly endorsed Sargent's system for 
even the least athletic students, citing its "greater service to weak, unde
veloped persons than to those already strong" and its training of athletes 
through "moderate and symmetrical muscular development." 45 

For some students, the Hemenway's equipment became an integral 
part of their lives. One alumnus reported in 1919 that as students in the 
1880s, he and his friends had "exercise[d] there almost daily." They re
called that Sargent had measured their strength, "showed us where we 
were weak and assigned us to practice on his development apparatus. "46 

Popular articles support this account of frequent Hemenway exercise; an 
1889 article declared that "at present the average student, with no 
thought of training for any contest, devotes an hour or so a day to exer
cise in the gymnasium, or to whatever may be his chosen game. "47 

It is noteworthy here that Sargent's students at Bowdoin and Harvard 
were all men. Sargent would later be renowned for opening his Cam
bridge institute for women in 1881.48 Like Butler, Sargent believed that 
both men and women should use his machines, and his summer institutes 
regularly trained women in how to administer the Sargent system. Dur
ing Sargent's formative years, when he developed his theories of mecha
nized physical development, however, his students remained primarily 
male. Throughout his career, men constituted the majority of his students, 
and his most extensive collections of machinery were consistently made 
available only to men.49 

Sargent's work with the men at Bowdoin and Harvard had important 
implications. It provided those who would join the white-collar industrial 
class with firsthand evidence of a symbiotic relationship between ma
chines and health. Sargent's repeated emphasis that muscular balance 
meant physical health further suggested that only machines facilitated 
complete development. These conscious and unconscious lessons likely 
facilitated an association between mechanized systems and human 
progress. By handing each Harvard student a card that calculated his 
weaknesses and directing him to the machine whose use would fix them, 
Sargent taught him to think of his body as a system of imperfect parts best 
repaired by machines. 
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Measuring Mechanized Progress: 
Sargent's Anthropometric System 

Upon their matriculation at Harvard, young men found their bodies fully 
qualified by Sargent-a process involving some forty calculations in all. 5° 
On the basis of these measurements, each student received a chart de
tailing which body parts were average, above average, and below aver
age. Sargent then provided a prescriptive training regimen of machine ex
ercises. Ideally, an examination in six months would show that the stu
dent had moved closer to the average and had "remed[ied] defects." 
Should that not be the case, a revised training schedule would be at
tempted.51 

Sargent employed a variety of devices to measure each student's 
strengths and weaknesses. For example, he clocked students to see how 
fast they could run and measured muscles with tape to check develop
ment.52 He also used tools such as calipers to measure abdomens and 
chests. Yet these appliances measured only what one could see. To per
form internal measurements, Sargent used three machines: the spirome
ter, the manometer, and the dynamometer.53 Each required the user to 
exert force upon an apparatus to produce a strength reading. The spirom
eter was a modified bucket-and-straw apparatus; users took in as much 
air as possible and exhaled into the mouthpiece, giving a reading of lung 
capacity in water displaced. The manometer worked in a similar fashion, 
except that the user blew with one quick blast into the mouthpiece and 
the pressure applied through the process appeared on the top dial. 

If the number of illustrations in his publications is any indicator, dy
namometers were among Sargent's favorite machines. They appeared in 
numerous guises; the back dynamometer, the hand dynamometer, and the 
chest dynamometer were the most common. With the back apparatus, 
muscle strength was measured as a student stood on one side of the ma
chine while pulling up on the other. As with Butler's earlier Health Lift, 
the user bent slightly at the knees and then straightened his back to raise 
the "weight." 

The chest dynamometer afforded an equally close connection between 
user and apparatus. The user held handles on both sides and pushed each 
hand toward the other. The result could be read in kilograms of force on 
the display dial. The hand machine worked similarly; the user pressed his 
fingers toward one another, forcing the machine's metal exterior to 
bend.54 
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Of the myriad sensations one would have experienced using these ma
l·hines, one of the most startling would have been the translation of 
\ I rcngth into data via machines. Whereas other physical educators had 
developed their own measurement systems, Sargent's was the first to chart 
physical power by mechanized means. 55 Sargent referred to these mea
suring techniques as anthropometry. The word, coined in the eighteenth 
century, had been popularly used for several decades by the time Sargent 
hcgan his Harvard experiments. 56 Studies of anthropometry tend to focus 
primarily on the ways it was manipulated in the nineteenth century to 
" prove" Anglo superiority.57 Anthropometry, although scientific when 
rigorously applied, had a chameleonlike character; it could easily be used 
to prove whatever a researcher set out to find. It lent itself to racist ap
plications; findings often "proved" the inferiority of certain groups based 
on prejudice masquerading as science. 58 Because of this association, Sar
gent's system has been largely ignored, though he was arguably the best 
known anthropometrist of his time.59 

By virtue of his long-held position at Harvard, his summer school pro
gram that enrolled thousands, his popular writings, and his role as a 
founder of the American Social Science Association, Sargent defined an
thropometry for an educated American audience.60 His work offers an 
important corrective to definitions of anthropometry as an exclusively 
racially determinist endeavor. Sargent did propagate a rigid standard of 
the "ideal" body and trained bodies that were almost exclusively white, 
but he did not exclude nonwhites from learning his methods or applying 
them to achieve "ideal" physiques. 61 Booker T. Washington, in fact, was 
one of Sargent's summer institute students. 62 

Sargent's anthropometric studies were part of a late-nineteenth-cen
tury flood of efficiency experiments. Taylorism is one of the best known; 
its promoters sought to measure the exact movements of industrial work
ers to determine the path of least resistance in manufacturing.63 Scholars 
have focused on the American Frederick Winslow Taylor, arguing, rightly, 
that his theories successfully distanced workers from their products, re
placing craftsmanship with speed.64 Yet Taylor's project was part of a 
general climate of efficiency of the time. Many of the projects were de
signed to speed up industrial production; others were undertaken to un
derstand the body's processes and extract the most energy from them pos
sible. One historian has called their combined efforts an attempt to de
velop "a new calculus of fatigue. "65 Studies emerged in calorie counting 
or "scientific eating," researching how to receive the maximum "energy" 
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from food .66 By the late 1890s, researchers in France, Germany, and Italy 
were developing ways to best measure and utilize physical energies. Much 
of this took the form of breaking down bodily processes, internal and ex
ternal, into their constituent elements.67 The most famous of these re
searchers, Eadweard Muybridge, published a series of body-in-motion 

studies in the late 1870s.68 

Unlike most of his contemporaries, Sargent was more interested in ex
amining body measurements than in observing bodies at work. He 
viewed machine-derived measurements as accurate gauges of strengths 
and weaknesses. His detailed calculations are illustrated by his anthro
pometric chart for Eugen Sandow, an Austrian strongman famous in 
America (fig. 7). The chart, which included Sargent's standard forty mea
surements, shows Sargent's goal of "perfect symmetry" realized. 69 

Sandow is far to the right of the middle line, meaning his measurements 
are largely 90 percent greater than those of other individuals. Further, 
when connected, the individual measurements follow an almost perfect 
line reaching from the top of the chart to the bottom, excluding devia
tions in knee, shoulder, and elbow strength. For Sargent, the strongman's 
symmetry proved the possibility of physical perfection. Sandow was 
widely recognized as having "a machined figure" that could "be admired, 
imitated, and industrially reproduced." 70 He courted this image of repli
catable perfection by offering charts of himself in his books and showing 
readers how they might measure their own bodies in comparison. Further, 
he offered his own machine-training system as an aid to such replication. 
Sandow's machine, a modified pulley-weight developer, was so associated 
with the performer that Marcel Duchamp, in his sculpture The Bride 
Stripped Bare by Her Bachelors, Even (The Large Glass), included a pul
ley machine he called a "Sandow" in order to create what Linda Hen
derson has called an "ideal human-machine analogy. "71 

When Sargent emerged from his 1893 measuring session with Sandow, 
declaring him "the most wonderful specimen of man I have ever seen," 
he confirmed a new alliance between the popular world of strength per
formance and the scientific pursuit of muscle building.72 It is tempting to 
portray Sargent's mechanized system at Harvard as something distinct 
from the world of working-class strength amusements. Certainly the fu 
ture professionals measuring and building their bodies with machines 
under Sargent's tutelage were learning a definition of strength that dif
fered from the feats of "strongman" performers.73 "Sargentized" bodies 
were neither those capable of doing immense work, such as Windship's 
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mythologized "laborer," nor those capable of phenomenal feats of 
strength, such as popular nineteenth-century circus performers like 
Sampson and Atilla. Yet Sandow's popularity with professional muscle 
strategists like Sargent and with the general public in search of a good 
show attests the cross-class appeal of scientific strength. 

Throughout the second half of the nineteenth century, traveling gym
nastic shows like "Sargent's Combination," circus shows with resident 
strongmen, and boxing bouts attracted audiences in urban centers and 
small towns. The skill level of performers ranged from Sargent's amateur 
Belfast gymnasts to practiced promoters like Atilla or John L. Sullivan, 
but the product they offered was similar: a chance to watch men display 
their muscles by lifting weights, mastering parallel bars, straddling the 
pommel horse, or knocking out opponents. 

These men represented a world apart from Sargent's systematized 
Hemenway training. They did not develop theories of muscle building or 
design specialized machines, and they privileged localized muscle strength 
over "balance." For popular strongmen performers, the goal was to gain 
fame, pack houses, and make money. To do so, they put on a show with 
their excessively strong arms, backs, and legs. This was the world Sandow 
entered as a traveling circus performer in the 1880s early in his career 
when, trained by the master self-promoter "Professor Louis Attila," he 
took to the stage to lift weights of more than one thousand pounds, break 
chains with his arms, and bend iron bars with his bare hands .74 

By the time he met Sargent in 1893, Sandow had become more than a 
strongman. Throughout the 1890s, in shows at the Casino in New York 
and the Tremont Theater in Boston, and with Florenz Ziegfeld's per
formers in Chicago, he presented a body that consciously combined 
working-class popular strength with upper-class systematized training. In 
his writings on muscular development and in his interviews, Sandow pre
sented himself as an educated, gentleman strongman who embodied the 
best of brute strength and scientific erudition. Sargent remarked in his 
notes on Sandow's measurements that his "behavior under the tests was 
admirable" and described him as "a perfect gentleman" who possessed 
"considerable knowledge of anatomy, and can call the muscles by their 
proper names. "75 It is telling that in a session ostensibly devoted to mus
cle measurement, Sargent would spend much time thinking about 
Sandow's station as a proper gentleman. He had made no such remarks 
when measuring the working-class boxing champion John L. Sullivan 
months earlier. 
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In Sandow, Sargent had found what John Kasson refers to as the "mes
, iah" of fitness: a man who possessed unequaled physical strength and 
trnderstood his body as a complex system to be trained by machines. The 
public's overwhelming embrace of Sandow, and in particular its fascina-
1 ion with the extraordinary development of each muscle in his body, and 
hi s abdominal muscles in particular, reveals that the emphasis on "bal
.trlCe" coming out of Sargent's mechanized muscle-building program was 
rtot merely an upper-class fixation. Suggestively, part of the attraction of 
watching Sandow perform was that it allowed working-class audiences to 
connect their own strength-training strategies with the scientific rigor of 
emergent mechanized systems like Sargent's. Devices such as the popular 
rn odified health lifts and dumbbells sold by Sears, Roebuck and Co. and 
street-corner lifting machines bore similarities to the platform lifts and 
iron weights mastered nightly in Sandow's performances. As a result, 
Sandow's shows throughout the 1890s may have affirmed the value of 
working-class performative strength. At the same time, Sargent's pro
nouncements of Sandow's muscular balance, "gentlemanly" status, and 
superior anatomic knowledge, which ran in urban newspapers simulta
neously with Sandow's performances, as well as Sandow's own connec
tion to Harvard (he spoke at the Hemenway where a cast of his physique 
was installed as an inspiration to students) placed him squarely within the 
rarefied world of machine training seeping out of the Hemenway and 
YMCAs across the country.76 Exploring Sandow's connection to Sargent 
allows us to reinterpret Sandow's body as a site where separate definitions 
of working- and upper-class strength merged to create the perfect modern 
man.77 

During his fifty years in physical education, Sargent influenced 
strength training far beyond the confines of the Hemenway. At Harvard 
and in summer training sessions, Sargent trained roughly three thousand 
students from one thousand institutions who went on to shape fitness 
programs across the nation. Sargent counted among his summer students 
Booker T. Washington and prominent women like Dr. Helen Putnam of 
Vassar and Dr. Carolyn Ladd of Bryn Mawr; many used their training to 
begin similar systems at major universities. 78 Edward Hartwell brought 
the Sargent method to Johns Hopkins; William Anderson, to Yale; and R. 
Tait McKenzie, to the University of Pennsylvania.79 Luther Gulick, who 
guided YMCA training in the late nineteenth century, was also a Sargent 
student. Gulick's YMCAs bought Sargent's developing machines and 
adopted his measurement system, allowing thousands of men and women 
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across the country to build bodies and gauge progress with Sargent ma
chines. 80 Sargent also reached a wide popular audience through articles in 
Scribner's Magazine. With titles like "The Physical Proportions of the 
Typical Man," these pieces introduced readers to anthropometry and 
mechanized training, complete with physical charts, pictures of the mea
suring machines, and examples of ideal physiques. 81 

Sargent's equipment was also featured as part of the Narragansett Ma
chine Company exhibit at the 1893 World's Fair in Chicago. The display's 
location, inside the building Anthropology: Man and His Works, high
lighted the machine-body connection (fig. 8). As visitors passed by nu
merous ethnological exhibits listing the cranium and skeletal measure
ments for ethnic groups, they were encouraged to consider how their own 
bodies measured up. Sargent's equipment allowed them to find out: they 
could step into an alcove and be anthropometrically charted. Results in 
hand, visitors could then try out the machines, possibly remeasuring 
themselves after a brief workout. 82 

Though perhaps unaware of it, the majority of East Coast, middle- and 
upper-class Americans had had some contact with Sargent's systems by 
the early 1900s. Many already knew of the machines by the time they vis
ited the fair; according to one historian, Sargent's apparatuses were 
widely sold in the United States after the Narragansett Machine Com
pany marketed them in the 1890sP According to Sargent's own estimate, 
by 1890 his machines were being used by 100,000-plus people in 350 in
stitutions across the country. 84 The proliferation attests to the dramatic 
change that physical training and physical evaluations had undergone 
over the half century preceding 1920. By the early twentieth century it 
was commonplace for students to exercise on machines. Anthropometric 
studies, if increasingly designed for posture work or eugenic data, con
tinued to rely upon mechanized equipment to evaluate the physical form. 
Sargent's work effectively made machines guides in the quest for physical 
health. No longer would individuals measure strength solely by means of 
boxing matches as had his Bowdoin students. Along with sawing, row
ing, and other manual tasks, hand-to-hand combat had become anti
quated for followers of Sargent's system. 

Traditional athletics and daily labor may have made men appear 
strong, they may have even allowed men to do a great deal of work, but 
they did not build "scientific" strength. As Sargent told readers in his 
Scribner's article in a statement that would have pleased George Wind
ship, it was not uncommon for exceedingly strong-looking men to fall into 

h~~- 8. Sargent's apparatuses as displayed by their manufacturer, the Narra
l',:t nsett Machine Company. Hubert Howe Bancroft, The Book of the Fair; an 
1/istorical and Descriptive Presentation of the World's Science, Art, and llldus
tr:v, as Viewed through the Columbian Exposition at Chicago in1893 , vol. 6 
(Chi cago: Bancroft Company, 1893), 637. 
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the lowest 5 percent of strength when dynamometered. It was a weak
ness, he observed, that would not be readily detected without the use of 
machines. 85 This connection between machines, strength, and class 
would not end with Sargent; in the 1910s it was reinforced by Gustav 
Zander in American health spas. 

Gustav Zander and Spas: Trotting Toward Modern Energy 

Visitors to the 1876 Centennial Exhibition in Philadelphia had ample op
portunity to observe mechanical progress. The Corliss Engine com
manded the center of Machinery Hall, presiding over the spin and hum 
of the machinery while providing fairgoers with an imposing central 
power source for the surrounding commotion. Much has been written 
about the Corliss; it is often said to have elicited the same awe that would 
later inspire Henry Adams to write about the virgin and the dynamo. 86 

The Corliss and its mechanical entourage were not the only impressive 
machines at the fair. Several buildings away Sweden's exhibit displayed a 
miniaturized version of Stockholm's Zander's Therapeutical Institute. 
Twelve of the institute's fifty machines sat arranged around a central 
motor, offering a Machinery Hall in miniature for visitors to test. Their 
appearance was probably striking; ominous dark hues and imposing gad
getry strangely contrasted with a nearby exhibit of a Laplander carting 
animal skins in a hand-made sledP Those who stopped to talk with the 
institute's director, Dr. Gustav Zander, or to browse the brochures, 
learned that the machines were designed to improve upon previous gym
nastics methods. As Zander's fair brochure explained, it was important to 
deliver to the body a precise amount of muscular resistance; "too much 
would cause a strain, too little would be useless." His machines, powered 
by electricity or steam, regulated each user motion, thereby eliminating 
variation. Such precision and regularity led to "a slow and gradual in
crease in the use of muscular power. " 88 Visitors probably gave added 
weight to his theories because Zander was reported to have nine hundred 
patients under his care at several European institutes. 89 At the very least, 
the exhibition judges were impressed, awarding Zander a gold medal for 
his machines, a feat he repeated that same year in Brussels and two years 
later in Paris. 

Americans first heard of Zander's work at the Centennial Exhibition, 
but he had been developing machines and theories of physical training 
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over the previous decade. In many ways his life bears striking similariti es 
to Sargent's. Like Sargent, Zander invented his first machines to tra in 
himself as a gymnast. And like Sargent, he had a medical degree, having 
enrolled in medical school only to better pursue his interest in health ma
chines. Shortly after graduation, Zander opened his Stockholm institute, 
outfitted it with machines he had invented and offered a program of reg
imented physical exercise.90 Zander enjoyed enormous popularity; by 
1906, he had established institutes in 146 cities in Europe and South 
J\merica.91 

Designed primarily to rehabilitate the sick, Zander's machine-based 
system received a boost from Germany's Act for Insurance against Acci
dents. The 1884 statute made it state policy to rehabilitate and return in
jured workers to their jobs as quickly as possible. This affected the lives 
of fourteen million workers within the empire's one hundred trade asso
ciations. Patient records at Zander's institute in Utrecht reveal the 
statute's role in Zander's European success. The majority of care in 1897 
was paid for by the state; patients arrived through doctor referrals, the 
local military hospital, the Dutch railway's Health and Support Fund, and 
the state insurance group. 92 State support for Zander treatments ex
tended to children as well, with the Society for the Free Treatment of Chil
dren of Insolvent and Poor Families in Utrecht covering forty-five chil
tii·en's Zander treatment for an hour each week. 93 

Zander's legacy has not received the attention in the United States that 
it has in Europe. It is, in fact, easy to assume that he had little impact in 
this country. Sources as late as 1904 declared his machines of little inter
cst.94 Combined with reports from European historians that his institutes 
began to close in 1910 and were almost entirely obsolete by the 1930s, 
rhere appears to be little chance that they could have enjoyed American 
popularity. 95 Yet Zander's European demise actually marked his Ameri
ca n ascension. The earliest record of Zander machines in this country 
dates to 1906, when Zander institutes were opened in Baltimore, 
Chicago, Boston, New York, San Francisco, St. Louis, and Wauwatosa, 
Wisconsin. 96 There are no records known to have survived from these in
stitutes, but their proximity to major urban centers suggests that ample 
numbers of Americans were familiar with the machines by 1910. Health 
~t udios also purchased the machines; a floor plan of Dr. Savage's New 
Yo rk Health Studio shows devices in the "mechanical room," including 
developers similar to Sargent's and a Zander "horseback machine" (fig. 
lJ).97 Americans also saw Zanders outside the studio: reports indicate that 
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1mlividuals in New York and Philadelphia purchased machines for their 
private use from the European distributor Rosse!, Schwartz & Company 
111 Wiesbaden. 

Zander's home machines would have been expensive, far beyond a 
wo rking-class budget. Yet working people, specifically those of the white
m llar class, made up the majority of Zander machine users, thanks to the 
1111merous spas in the early twentieth century that installed Zander ma
l hines. The Greenbriar Hotel in West Virginia, the Homestead Resort in 
Virginia , and the Fordyce Bathhouse in Arkansas each installed full Zan
der rooms between 1913 and 1915. As to their reasons for purchasing 
/,ander machines, we can only speculate, but the 1914 agreement allow
Ing the Kny-Scheerer Company of New York to produce and market Zan
der machines in the United States probably played a role. 98 According to 

.mendance and therapy records, American health spas exposed more 
than 80,000 visitors to Zander machines each year between 1913 and 
1925.99 When compared with the 185 individuals who used the Rotter
dam Zander Institute each year in the late nineteenth century, it is clear 
th at Zander machines had at least as much of an impact on Americans as 
they did on Europeans. 100 

The Homestead resort in Hot Springs, Virginia, provides clues as to 
why spa owners acquired Zander machines and how customers used 
them. First established in 1766, the Homestead was one of many late
nineteenth-century spas to attract visitors looking for restorative vaca
tions. Although its mineral baths had been praised for their medicinal 
properties in the early 1800s, by the 1890s the Homestead's offerings 
were more social than medicinal. 1 01 It was a place where members of the 
middle and upper classes could come for mineral baths, healthy meals, 
and, above all, the opportunity to meet influential members of the east
ern business class. At the Homestead, Americans who could not afford to 
attend elite institutions such as Harvard or Bowdoin could still be ex
posed to mechanical training similar to Sargent's. 

In 1902, the Homestead's owners rebuilt much of the hotel, seeking to 
keep pace with resorts in other parts of the country. 102 It is unclear how 
the Homestead learned of Zander's machines, but in 1911 Dr. Kurt Lin
nert traveled to the resort from Vienna, Austria, to install thirty-six Zan
der devices and train attendants in their use. The Homestead's Zander 
room represented a tremendous investment: at $50,000, the machines 
cost nearly half of what other spa owners had spent rebuilding their en
tire facilities. 103 
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Fig. 10. The Zander Room at the Greenbrier Resort. George D. Kahlo, "A Eu
ropean Cure in America, White Sulphur Springs: Climate' Waters' Baths' and 
Other Curative Resources" (March 1915, reprint May 1916), 22. 

The Homestead hoped that these machines would attract people and 
create revenue. To this end, between 1913 and 1920, its promotional 
booklet printed a feature on the benefits of Zander therapy.l04 Conceiv
ably, many of the estimated 62,000 resortgoers each year used the Zan
ders; usage was free of charge to any who paid for the basic spa treat
ment. The location of the machines, on the top floor, may have reminded 
visitors of their presence; they were visible from the verandah, one of the 
resort's prime sightseeing spots. In any event, the Zanders would have 
been memorable and probably worth seeking out, so startling were they 
in design and presentation. All frames were of cast iron, and each pulley, 
pivot, and lever was steel or brass. Although the image shown here (fig. 
10) is of the Greenbrier's Zander room, that room was similar in size and 
arrangement to the Homestead's. Packed into a space smaller than the 
3,000 square feet that Zander deemed the minimum for an institute, the 
machines appear to be a jungle gym of metal and motors. 105 Trained at
tendants worked the room, preventing injury and providing a guide to 
machine use. 
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At the Homestead, as at most spas where they were offered, the Lan 
der machines included active and passive devices. Among its active ma 
l" hines was the hip-knee flexion (fig. 11 ), which exercised the pelvis, spinal 
l olumn, hip, and upper thigh. A precursor to the Stair Master, the ma
chine provided resistance to the familiar motion of climbing a stair
ClSe.l06 The lever on the far side of the machine could be adjusted to in
crease or decrease resistance. Zander considered the lever principle cen
tral to the machine's curative abilities because it provided the benefit of 

Fig. 11. Zander's knee-flexing machine. A. Levertin, Dr. G. 
Zander's Medico-Mechanische Gymnastik (Stockholm: P. A. 
Norstedt, 1892). 
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circular force. Muscles encountered the least resistance when they began 
the motion. As they pushed down, the lever reached a more horizontal 
position and more strength was required. This varying exertion rate, Zan
der argued, allowed muscles to develop evenly without undue exertion at 
the start of an exercise. 107 

The Zander machines for vibration and percussion were the resort's 
most mechanized offerings. Each machine required a connection to an 
outside power source such as a steam engine, a gas engine, or a four
horse-power electric motor. 108 The user would hear the machines hum
ming and often, as with the device for leg percussion, see the belt running 
from the machine to an electric engine located at the center of the room. 
The machines asked little from the user, who could sit or stand and enjoy 
the purported health benefits of vibratory motion. The chest expansion 
machine, for example, had a comfortable chair from which the user could 
raise and lower its metal arm holders, pushing the chest up and down to 
the machine's cadence. Together, the active and passive Zanders formed a 
central part of physical treatments in resorts like the Homestead; thanks 
to attendants' training in Zander methods, each user learned that receiv
ing the full benefit required using Zander machines two or three times a 
day.I09 

Zander Case Studies: Mechanizing the Business Body 

Massage had been a treatment at American resorts since their inception 
in the mid-nineteenth century. John Harvey Kellogg, director of the Bat
tle Creek Sanitarium, asserted that he had treated "thousands of cases" 
with hand massage by 1906. 11° For Kellogg, massage was the key to 
maintaining good health. He prescribed it in particular for patients suf
fering from exhaustion, arguing that massage could actually infuse the 
body with increased energy. "Mental fatigue is relieved through massage, 
through its effect upon the circulation and the eliminative organs," he 
stated. In an explanation that conjured up mesmerist practices, Kellogg 
declared that massaging the body with one's hands or with a percussive 
machine actually carried "toxic substances produced by mental activity" 
out of the body and sped up the flow of blood, leaving "wearied nerve tis
sues" repaired and cleansed. 111 He connected his massage theories to the 
more-well-known rhetoric of muscle building. Massage, administered 
correctly, provided the body with more energy than did exercise. In Kel-
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logg's mind, by exercising muscle without exhausting it, as weight train
Ing was prone to do, "massage produces an actual increase in the size of 
1 he muscular structures." 112 

In spite of manual massage's popularity at Battle Creek, Kellogg re
pl aced it with Zander-like machines in the early 1900s.113 His analysis of 
1 hese machines hints at how users would have experienced Zander vibra-
1 ory machines at health spas. Machines, Kellogg reasoned, were more ef
fi cient than hands at producing energy. They could move at a more rapid 
pace for a longer period than could even the strongest human masseur. At 
fifteen oscillations a second, Zanders outpaced even a resort's John 
llenry, the nineteenth-century legend who died trying to defeat his ma
chine competitor. Kellogg and other spa owners promoted this theory of 
' uperior mechanized massage in their literature. If users did not grasp the 
concept by reading, they had another opportunity when they encountered 
1 he machines. For example, a user stood directly against the machine 
called "vibration of the heart," embracing a round metal pad, and look
ing forward as it applied rhythmic punches to the chest. Another person 
could use the machine simultaneously by resting his feet against the ma
chine's leather bench. The apparatus, advertised in one promotional 
brochure as "working accurately, never wearying and never deficient," 
continued unfatigued in its motions, reportedly pushing out toxins and 
increasing menta I ca pacity. 114 

Supplanting the nineteenth-century mesmerist practice of improving 
one's energy through a laying-on of hands, Zanders transferred users' al
legiances from human bodies to machines. 115 Numerous reports of pa
tients' exp~riences emphasized their increased relaxation at the hands of 
the machine. "Patients after one trial have no fear that the machine may 
go beyond the fixed limit in making the movement, and feel in conse
quence an assurance that they do not have in the hands of a masseur," 
commented a popular writer on health and disease. 11 6 Patients enjoyed a 
better treatment, sources explained, because they could stop anticipating 
the "well-meant but sudden and painful increase in the range of move
ment" experienced in many manual massages. 11 7 

By installing Zander machines, resorts like Kellogg's taught patients 
that machine power was both superior in its prophylactic effects and gen
tl er than human touch; just as Butler Health Lift users had rejected Dio 
Lewis's partner exercises, patients progressively moved toward machines 
and away from human contact. A striking example of this comes from 
Kellogg's own description of his mechanotherapy room. Machines filled 
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the room in the basement, each of which offered a different percussive ef
fect : knea ding, shaking, vibrating, or rubbing. As users stood beside their 
machines, they could see the centrally placed electric motor that powered 
all appliances. The "therapist sat elevated in a chair watching the pro
ceedings from a far corner," now more machinist than masseur.118 

Nature's Energy under Man's Control: 
Zanders in the Spa Context 

Zander users may have observed machines replacing men, but they did 
not see them replacing nature. On the contrary, the environment sur
rounding Zander machines stressed the interconnectivity of nature, ma
chine, and physical energy. The interior decor at most resorts, such as that 
of the Fordyce in Hot Springs, Arkansas, was saturated with natural sym
bols. Fountains, mosaics, statues, and exhibits featuring Native American 
bathers provided a natural context. Further, the remote location of most 
spas strengthened the connection between the treatments within and nat
ural world outside. 11 9 In an apparent contradiction, machines themselves 
reinforced this connection to the natural world. Similar to their "im
provements" in human touch, by replicating natural motions, Zander re
minded users that machine technology did nature's work, only better. 

Zander's "trotting motion" machine was one of his most popular (fig. 
12). Offered at the Greenbrier, the Fordyce, the Homestead, and several 
New York City health clubs, the "horse," as it was usually called, appears 
intimidating at first glance. It stood as tall as most users and was accom
panied by a driving motor almost as large as the machine itself. Users had 
to step on a box to reach the stirrups and lift themselves over the ma
chine's metal body to mount. From a user's perspective, however, the 
horse was less mechanistic than one might assume. The machine dis
played detailed craftsmanship; the soft leather saddle was etched in gold, 
with intricate patterns running from the base of the seat to the top han
dle. According to one source, it revealed ~'the spirit of the age" in its em
bossed scroll, rosette, and urn patterns. 120 Made of expensive materials, 
it was packed with layers of straw to ensure a soft seat. 121 Even the board 
on which the machine was mounted was oil finished to give it a shiny ve
neer. The costly embellishments suggest that the trotter was designed as 
more than an efficient machine; it was meant to evoke associations with 
quality tack and fine furnishings. 

F2 
' 

Fig. 12. Zander's mechanical horse. A. Levertin, Dr. G. Zander's Medico
Mechanische Gymnastik (Stockholm: P. A. Norstedt, 1892) . 

8 1 
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Use rs ex peri enced a fusion of mechanized process and natural sensa
ti on wh en using the trotter. The "horse" was unmistakably a machine. Its 
la rge drive wheel and pulley belts connected to an exterior power source 
evoking industrial imagery. Especially to users familiar with horseman
ship, mounting the machine would have evoked contradictory sensations: 
one rode a horseless saddle and traveled without getting anywhere. Yet 
the trotter actively attempted to mimic a real horse in sensation and ap
pearance. Designed to stimulate "the vegative nervous system, in partic
ular the intestinal function," it subjected the user to the up-and-down 
motions of a trot in the country during a two- or three-minute treat
ment.122 Like a horse, the trotter could be prodded into faster action sim
ply by using a rod, here by adjusting a lever at the machine's base rather 
than applying the crop to its hind quarters. One observer called the Zan
der machine a "mechanical horse" with the ability to "rock, trot, pace or 
canter. " 123 The leather reins of the machine connected to a curving iron 
stern that resembled an animal's neck and head. The curve was not a 
functional requirement of the machine; the reins could have been at
tached in a more straightforward fashion. Although the Zander appears 
more ostrich than horse, the anthropomorphizing may have reminded 
users of riding in the outdoors. Though few would have recognized it as 
such, the machine achieved Butler's model of a perfect body-machine re
lationship: to be as "horse and rider." 

Zander designed his trotter and many other active machines to mimic 
natural motions. Like Sargent, he believed that many daily activities pro
duced muscle, but unless undertaken together, they did not create com
plete physical health. Zander's machines took the best of each world, 
replicating the natural motion and doing so with mac_hine efficiency. The 
trotter did not grow tired; it did not spook on the trail; it did not require 
food. One account, which seemed to overlook the trotter's external 
power supply, said that using the machine was like entering a magical 
world: "All you need to do is sit down on this saddle and the invisible 
steed gallops away with you." 124 

It is significant that trotters were most popular in rural resort settings. 
Spa brochures instructed visitors on the importance of taking long walks 
in nature to augment their massage and bathing routines. In spite of what 
must have been ample opportunity for outdoor activity and actual horse 
rides, patrons sought out these mechanized trotters. If visitors were look
ing fo r psychological along with physical relaxation, the combination 
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111 akes sense. By taking the machine treatment and the "natural" water 
:1nd outdoor treatments together, resort visitors could affirm that ma 
chines need not replace natural exercise; they could improve upon it. 125 

Machines were not to be feared when placed alongside Mother Nature, 
in a clear continuum of care. Like a Trojan horse delivering modernity to 
1 he unsuspecting, the Zander lay tethered in the Fordyce, fully domesti
Glted for human use. 126 

The Mental Benefits of Zander Therapy 

'!:ander machines affected more than users' bodies. Their intricate 
weights, gears, and belts engaged minds. Arguably, putting one's body in 
1 he midst of an unmistakably mechanized process offered mental benefits 
to a class of individuals whose sense of physical well-being had dimin
ished in the age of the machine. Few records exist from Zander users. 
Those that do, however, suggest that these machines produced an atten
dant "mental effect." Men who put their bodies in contact with Zanders 
pl aced "dangerous" and "foreign" machines in a productive, familiar 
context. This intimate experience may have provided physical proof that 
a world of machines could simultaneously produce healthy economies 
and healthy men. 

By 1915, men made up the majority of clients in America's resort spas. 
Whereas early water therapies, stemming from Vincenz Priessnitz's cold 
water cure, had attracted reform-minded women, modern bathhouses at
tracted men seeking rest and relaxation away from the working world. 
An article written in 1913 to debunk the curative effects of twentieth-cen
tury bathing recognized the new male clientele, suggesting that primarily 
" tired business men" sought spa cures to make up for "over-dissipating" 
throughout the year.127 This change in patronage manifested itself in the 
design of facilities. The Fordyce maintained twenty-one tubs in the men's 
racility, seven in the women's; men bathed in a grand hall with an ornate 
centerpiece, women in a hall small and simply decorated. 128 Women sti II 
frequented the resorts, but the target patrons had become men from the 
growing white-collar class. 129 

By 1915, the Homestead, like most spas, had become a gathering place 
for the aspiring office worker as well as the distinguished businessman. 
With hotel rates as low as six dollars a week and rooming houses in 
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which, one physician reported, "one can live as cheaply as any city in 
America," even the average office clerk could take the occasional Home
stead vacation. 130 At the same time, John D. Rockefeller, Andrew Mellon, 
and Henry Ford were reportedly frequent guests. By 1920, so much busi
ness was transacted at the Homestead that a broker's office was opened, 
its chairs filled to capacity early each morning. One proprietor reported 
that in April and October, so many of the brokers and their wives had 
taken up Homestead residence it seemed as if the New York Stock Ex
change would have to close. 131 

That Zander machines arrived just as businessmen were becoming 
these resorts' primary patrons was not a coincidence. Promotional mate
rials suggest that the machines were actively marketed in the United 
States to relieve the stresses of business life. One promoter declared that 
Zander machines returned the body to its natural physical development 
by struggling "successfully against overexcitement of the nerves, " which 
accompanied "a present school-education with its great demands. " 132 

Others made their intended users more explicit. Zander himself asserted 
that his machines should be used in the United States to augment office 
life. Speaking specifically to the new business class, Zander referred to his 
machines as "a preventative against the evils engendered by a sedentary 
life and the seclusion of the office." 133 Fifteen years later, he made the con
nection even stronger: although men might prefer the convenience of pills 
to treat ill health, "the increased well being and capacity for work" from 
his machines offered "rich compensation for the time bestowed on them. 
For a man of business, that health is money may be as great a truth as that 
time is money." 134 

Using the Zander machines may have afforded businessmen more than 
money; it also may have offered a chance to defuse fears of industrializa
tion through their own bodies. Like Sargent's students, men who used 
Zander machines were taught that the graduated movement of machines 
offered the best means to increase muscular energy. Yet whereas Sargent's 
system had relied on simple pulleys and weights, Zander's placed the user 
in the heart of a machine's intense power. The abdominal massage ma
chine, standard equipment in both the Fordyce bathhouse and at the 
Homestead, placed users directly in the path of the engine's pummeling 
force (fig. 13 ). To operate, the user stood between two vertical iron pipes. 
One supported an engine-driven wheel, and the other, a back support. 
When adjusted, the support pushed the user's stomach up against a pair 
of fist-sized rollers. A lever extended from the wheel at groin level. When 
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Jiig. 13. Zander's machine for passive abdominal conditioning. A. Levertin, Dr. 
C. Zander's Medico-Mechanische Gymnastik (Stockholm: P. A. Norstedt, 
1892 ). 

engaged, it unleashed two fists in a rotating and thrusting motion, turn
ing the patient into a human punching bag. Brochures explained by strik
ing the stomach in a repetitive fashion, "sunken vital energy is raised by 
strengthening the abdominal muscles." 135 
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Testimonies from patients at Zander's European institutes provide a 
sense of what this experience was like for American patients. Many pa
tients could vividly recall years afterward the intense sensations they felt 
during treatments and the way the sensation connected them to a mech
anized system. One remembered sitting at a machine that bent and 
straightened his injured knee: 

I was intrigued to trace back the origins of the pain in muscles and joints 
via an almost infinite sequence of counter-weights, truss beams, gear 
wheels and transmission belts to the mighty, lonely axis, which slowly 
revolved in the shadowy heights. That was the law of laws, the ever rest
ing, well-oiled pivot of all, the origin of all grunting and groaning. 136 

The Zander therapy described here affected the user's body at a physical 
and an emotional level. The engine assumes an almost primal signifi
cance, a force whose agents exacted its unyielding power upon its captive 
users. Another man's account of a childhood Zander treatment echoes 
this interpretation of the machine as an outside force acting upon the 
body: "In synchronicity with the movements of my shoulders, my back 
was fiercely pushed forwards by a wheel, which rolled up and down ... . 
[l]t was impossible to invent a comparison for this complicated and dual 
action." 137 At first glance, this account diminishes the power of users by 
making them, literally, "cogs in the wheel." To be a cog, however, is to be 
part of the machine itself. In fact, both of these accounts suggest that the 
user is not a victim, but rather a product, or beneficiary, of the machine. 

In a time characterized as an "era of gears and girders," the opportu
nity to merge with mechanical energy so as to emerge with increased 
physical energy may have been important mental therapy.138 For many 
spa and resort patrons, the pace of mechanized life was unsettling. White
collar workers sought refuge from the business world where they them
selves increasingly functioned like well-oiled machines. 139 Although they 
could have been treated just as effectively with manual therapy, such as 
slow massage or stationary weight lifting, these individuals increasingly 
sought Zander therapy instead. Absent a physical explanation of why the 
machines were conducive to well-being in these situations, promoters 
began to advertise the special mental benefits of the Zander approach. 
One brochure suggested that patients who were treatable with more tra 
ditional methods should use Zander machines to augment regular ther-
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apy because of "the mental effect produced by the huge and complicated 
machines," which it termed "a valuable adjunct. " 140 

The "mental effect," it could be argued, was a side effect of reposi
tioning the body with respect to the machine. If one imagined oneself to 
be a mere cog in the wheel, be it a literal wheel of a factory or a figura
tive wheel of a machine-like office environment, then one spent days ex
pending energy on external products. Zander therapy reversed this 
process, placing the body itself on the assembly line as product. The 
switch rendered machines the agents to welcome rather than fear; the 
more powerful and complex the mechanism, the better the "effect." 

As a user sat in a machine, he listened to the whir of gears and belts; 
he watched the central engine drive the motion of a room full of ma
chines; and he felt the energy act upon his body. The tables were turned 
on technology: the result was not physical diminishment but physical ex
pansion. For men of the rising middle class, Zander treatments offered a 
chance to turn the precision of modern systems, feared as the cause of ill 
health since George Beard, into a source of vitality. After undergoing a 
day of rejuvenating manipulations, many may have believed that instead 
of draining their energy to produce products, the modern age might in
stead harness energy to produce men. 141 

Historian John Kasson provides evidence that suggests that the resorts' 
Zander machines would not have been the first to produce this valuable 
"mental effect." His study of Coney Island shows that entertainment 
places have frequently served the twofold task of physically releasing in
dividuals from workplace stress while redefining that source of stress as 
a means for pleasure. While Kasson is looking at the working class, it is 
possible to connect the cultural function of Coney Island to that of health 
spas. In rides that mimicked taking an elevated train or tumbling down 
coal mines, amusement parks turned Americans' real-life fears into anxi
ety-decreasing entertainment. 142 In like fashion, Zander users could es
cape the pressures of an increasingly efficient and physically taxing work
ing world by engaging in an explicitly mechanized world of relaxation. 
Examined in this light, the Zanders' ability to "renew" their business
class patrons extends beyond their energy-enhancing properties. They re
juvenated both body and mind by uniting physical efficiency and mecha
nized order. 

When considered together, the machines systematized by Dudley Allen 
Sa rgent and Gustav Zander helped acclimate members of the middle and 
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upper classes to the new pace of modern life. By pitching their products 
to men and making efficient muscle the offspring of machine training, 
these inventors encouraged those of the rising business class to look to 
machines for the energy modern life demanded. Further, by arguing that 
their machines offered the benefits of nature intelligently applied, they in
serted mechanized processes into the natural order. Their most far-reach
ing effect, however, may be in a subtle redefinition of masculinity. In an 
age when the majority of American men neither attended college nor trav
eled to distant resorts, defining the energized body as one specifically 
trained by machines made "real manhood" the prerogative of the middle 
and upper classes. As historian Carroll Pursell has pointed out, the scien
tific elite have often used technological knowledge to protect their privi
leged status; in this case it was machine designers whose systems allowed 
only those with access to be deemed sufficiently "energetic. " 143 

Both Sargent and Zander argued that full physical development re
quired machinery based upon scientific principles. Each would have 
heard his own philosophy echoed in an advertisement for Eugen 
Sandow's developer: "Every man who has not gone through such a 
course, no matter how healthy or strong he may be by nature, is still an 
undeveloped man." 144 Men who walked away after Zander's trots and 
Sargent's pulls could rest assured that though they might not ever outbox, 
outlift, or even outride the average working man, their bodies alone pos
sessed machine power for the modern age. 

3 

Exploring Electric Limits 

In 1887, the Electric Review reported to an emerging profes
-; ional class of American electricians that something new was powering 
the bodies of the nation's congressmen. Those who found themselves 
lethargic after "receptions and suppers all night" or who had "exhausted 
1 heir brain power by speechmaking," were retiring to the basement to be 
'' filled quietly with electricity." Someone had rigged a primitive electrical 
device in the capitol's engine room that allowed lawmakers a direct, in
vi gorating connection to the power behind the building's lights, heat, and 
machines. A serial electric jolt was transferred to any who held the wire 
that emerged from below the engine wheel belt. By merely grasping a 
'' small brass chain attached to the railing around the engine's wheel," one 
completed the electric circuit. The sensation, which would last as long as 
one held the wire and grasped the chain, wou ld have felt like a rapid suc
cession of tiny pinpricks through the hand and up the arm. 1 

This congressional invigoration reflected the late-nineteenth-century 
vogue of electric-energy devices. Unlike health machines in design and 
function, these devices were typically simple, more portable, and less ex
pensive. As such, they were more accessible to the general population. 
One needed little more than a wire, a source of electric current, and a 
physical leap of faith to take part in a technological treatment. Even man 
ufactured devices were inexpensive enough to be purchased by working

class consumers. 
Electric devices differed as well in their reported impact on the body. 

Whereas health machines had claimed to harness "force" to unblock in
ternal energy and free it for productive use, the devices promised to trans
fer energy directly from device to body, actually increasing the total en
ergy within the body itself. With the help of electric technology, law
makers and laborers alike could avoid strenuous, time-consuming 
exercises with machines. A trip to the basement, a grab of a wire, or a 
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located at 120 Broadway. See "The Reactionary Lifter: Its Use in the System of 
Cumulative Exercise," The Health Lift or Lifting Cure (New York: The Health 
Lift Company, 1872). For an example of the similarities in pamphlets, see "The 
Health Lift Reduced to a Science: Cumulative Exercise, A Thorough Gymnastic 
System in Ten Minutes Once a Day," The Reactionary Lifter (New York: The 
Health-Lift Company, 1876), 6. For information on how the Reactionary Lifter 
advertised to women, see Todd, Physical Culture, 195. 

112. In addition, women were never mentioned in the ubiquitous compar
isons made between "developed" health lifters and "secretly weak" laborers. For 
information on how women trained with Health Lift machines and calisthenics, 
see Todd, Physical Culture, especially chap. 7. For an example of how the Health 
Lift was reported to ease pregnancies, end miscarriages, and cure pelvic disor
ders, see "The Health Lift: Reduced to a Science, Cumulative Exercise, a Thor
ough Gymnastic System in Ten Minutes Once a Day," 17. For Butler's quote, see 
The Lifting Cure, 86. 

113. For information on this machine, see Todd, "Strength Is Health," 10. 
114. According to Butler's own account, urban professionals constituted 

most of his clientele; in one publication he estimated he had more than seventy
five bankers, brokers, insurance officers, lawyers, and merchants among "sub
scribers." See Leavitt, Exercise a Medicine, i-v. 

115. Ibid. 
116. See The Lift, 12, 14. 
117. Ibid., 12. 
118. For more information, see Sporting Goods: Sports equipment and 

clothing, novelties, recreative science, firemen's supplies, magic lanterns and 
slides, plays and joke books, tricks and magic, badges and ornaments (New 
York: Peck & Snyder, 1886), reprinted by American Historical Catalog Collec
tion (Princeton: Pyne Press, 1974). 

119. The Lifting Cure, 12. 

NOTES TO CHAPTER 2 

1. Bruce Bennett, "The Life of Dudley Allen Sargent and His Contributions 
to Physical Education" (Ph.D. diss., University of Michigan, 1947), 18. Bowdoin 
College is in Brunswick, Maine. 

2. This was a lesson that, for some students, was also reinforced academi
cally. Under chemistry professor and president Charles Eliot, Harvard improved 
professional training and recruitment of students in its engineering program. In 
1891, what was then called the Lawrence Scientific School received a large dona
tion from Gordon McKray, an industrialist who had made a fortune in shoe
manufacturing machines. The gift made possible dramatic improvements, in-
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eluding a postgraduate program. In 1906, Lawrence and its engineering deparr
ment became part of Harvard College. Thus, many Harvard students would 
have grappled body and mind with machines. For more information, see the 
Harvard homepage or Bennett, "The Life of Dudley Allen Sargent," 11. 

3. Despite Sargent's impact on physical training and health machines, there is 
as yet no comprehensive biography of him. One of the best sources remains Ben
nett, "The Life of Dudley Allen Sargent." Other research on Sargent's contribu
tions include Donald Mrozek, Sport and American Mentality, 1880-1910 
(Knoxville: University of Tennessee Press, 1983), and Deborah Lynn Cottrell, 
"Women's Minds, Women's Bodies: The Influence of the Sargent School for 
Physical Education" (Ph.D. diss., University of Texas at Austin, 1993 ). For the 
quotation on Sargent's contributions, see Bruce Bennett, Contributions of Dr. 
Sargent to Physical Education (Minot, N.D.: State Teachers College, 1948), 1. 
Sargent was not the first to bring systematic physical education to the college 
level. Colleges had hired trained physical educators since the early 1820s. Ed
ward Hitchcock, Jr., is generally credited with being the first formal physical ed
ucator at the collegiate level. He was appointed professor of hygiene and physi
cal education at Amherst College in 1861. For more information on Hitchock, 
see James Whorton, Crusaders for Fitness: The History of American Health Re
form (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1982), 282. 

4. See Ledyard Sargent, ed., Dudley Allen Sargent: An Autobiography 
(Philadelphia: Lea & Febiger, 1927), 59. 

5. For information on the popularity of European strongmen in America, see 
David Chapman, Sandow the Magnificent: Eugen Sandow and the Beginnings of 
Bodybuilding (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1994). 

6. They outfitted a local barn with parallel bars, a pommel horse, and rings, 
and developed a gymnastics routine to showcase their strength and daring. Sar
gent describes going to neighboring towns like Bangor in his Autobiography, 
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(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1993). 
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